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Glass Axis and Hawk Galleries present
Nancy Callan
Exhibition opening September 24 2015 at Hawk Galleries
Demonstrations on September 25 2015 at Glass Axis
Hawk Galleries
153 East Main St. #1
Columbus, OH 43215

Glass Axis Studio
610 W. Town St.
Columbus, OH 43215

Columbus, Ohio: August 12, 2015.

Hawk Galleries, Columbus Ohio. Meet visiting artists Nancy Callan
and Steve Jensen at Hawk Galleries on Thursday, September 24th,
5:30pm-7:30pm
Callan
and Jensen will discuss their independent work
and careers with an exhibition and informal
artist talks. Callan, a Seattle-based glassblower
developed her playful series of work through
her love of toys and comics. Additionally,
Callan has honed her tremendous skills while
working on renowned glassblower Lino
Tagliapietra's team for the past 19 years.
Steve Jensen, of Norwegian descent, is
Firebird. Photo
primarily known for his boat and sculptures in
Credit: Russell
wood and uses woodworking tools passed
Johnson
down through generations of boat
builders. Recently he has taken molds of the wooden boats and cast
them in crystal and bronze that feel like they've been recently
discovered on the bottom of the ocean. Jensen will also exhibit his
richly colored paintings of boats that appear to be levitating above
the water.
Hawk Galleries is located at 153 E. Main St., Columbus OH
43215. For further information call 614-225-9595 or visit
http://hawkgalleries.com
Fri, September 25th, 1pm - 3pm
Glass Blowing Demonstration with Nancy Callan at Glass Axis.
Join Nancy Callan, participating artist in Italian Traditions, current
exhibition at the Hawk Galleries on view through November 8th.
Nancy Callan is a renowned glass artist with a BFA from Mass.
College of Art, under Dan Dailey and has been a key assistant of

Lino Tagliapietra's for years. This demonstration is free to the
public.

Fri, September 25th, 6:30 - 8:30pm
Watch Nancy Callan create a special hot glass masterpiece in the
Glass Axis newly remodeled "Hot Shop." The demo is $20 per
person, reservations accepted. Glass Axis members receive a 50%
discount. Tickets can be purchased online
at https://glassaxis.org/product/callen/
Glass Axis is located at 610 W. Town St, Columbus OH 43215. For
further information call 614-291-4250 or visit http://glassaxis.org

Glass Axis is a non-profit glass art center dedicated to making and learning.
Our new 12,700 sq. ft. art center provides artists, students, and community members the tools
necessary to passionately create innovative works in glass while learning, sharing, and teaching.
Member artists have access to affordable glass blowing, glass fusing, torch working, cold working,
stained glass and neon facilities, plus studio, exhibition, education, outreach, and income-producing
opportunities all under one roof. By linking artists to the thousands of patrons that visit the art center
each year for courses, demonstrations, exhibitions, and special events, Glass Axis becomes a civic

hub of art production and community participation, bolstering sustainable cultural equity throughout
Ohio and beyond.
Gallery and Office Hours
Tuesday, - Thursday: 11am to 6pm
Friday: 11am to 7pm
Saturday: 11am to 4pm
Sunday and Monday: Closed
Visit www.glassaxis.org for more information or call 614-291-4250.
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